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On delivery, some non-working issues were to be rectified on these locomotives, including on the Uekawa Taurus ES64R locomotive in Tamachi Carriage
livery for the UER x 10 block system. The locomotives were then renumbered as a result of the renumbering of the Taurus 1116 series locomotives. The

renumbering was possible owing to the system allowing for the renumbering of locomotives that fell into the 0201-6000 range. This allowed the renumbering
of the Taurus 1116 series of locomotives. In all, four Taurus ES64R locomotives were leased in various liveries, a Taurus ES64U locomotive was leased in a red

gauge-only liveries, an ES64E locomotive was leased in a blue gauge-only liveries, and an ES64F locomotive was leased in a public service blue gauge-only
liveries. Netherlands branch, another route of Siemens, was built on the Haagsebaan route and run throughout the Netherlands. Once again, two routes are
available : Amsterdam to The Hague (128 km), a station-by-station journey for the double-decked coaches, and Amsterdam to Rotterdam (150 km). Another

interesting addition is the Amsterdam to Utrecht route, with the Amsterdam to Utrecht journey being done by IC services and Siemens with their Class 81
locomotives. Finally, the route to Go Ahead Nederland reaches the city of Leeuwarden and ends in Domburg where there is an ICE2 train. Eurosprinter Taurus
ES64U2 is a 2/3 open bogie locomotive with 4 transformer-feed transformers with a total output of 3.320 kW (4.732 kW using 4x180V/50Hz traction motors).
The ES64U2 is a four-system locomotive, each of the systems operating with a different grid frequency and therefore requiring different operating voltages.
The four systems are: 1. 765 V DC in the IS-R1 traction system (intermediate section, or High Speed, or Germany) 2. 400 V DC in the IS-A1 traction system
(average section, or International, or Austria) 3. 200 V DC in the IS-B2 traction system (normal section, or French, or Switzerland) 4. 110 V DC in the IS-D1

traction system (low section or standard, or Italy)
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Taurus side-walk-2 locomotives, CCV
class Taurus 100.1 is in this side-

walk-2 version, powered by 2-system
(Eurodiesel and Siemens). This
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configuration allows very high
traction power, which is useful in
steep gradients. Taurus side-walk

locomotives, UIC-61 with K6 and K8
traction motors Taurus 122 is a side-
walk version of Taurus locomotive,
powered by 2-system: Eurodiesel

and Siemens. It was built in
Germany. Youve always dreamt of

driving the modern Taurus in a train
simulator with the full virtual cabin in

3D, it seems like you wont have to
wait anymore for JustTrains Eurofima
pack. We found an accurate models
package for Train Simulator 2013,
developed by HRQ Trainsim. They
ask for a Youve always dreamt of

driving the modern Taurus in a train
simulator with the full virtual cabin in

3D, it seems like you wont have to
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wait anymore for JustTrains Eurofima
pack. We found an accurate models
package for Train Simulator 2013,
developed by HRQ Trainsim. They

ask for a The series was not sold on
the first launch due to the
locomotives not being fully

operational. The series officially went
into service in October 2007, with

the introduction of CP’s first Taurus
electric locomotive, No. 068. It is the
only Taurus railcar to have red livery

since the introduction of the ES64
series. No. 068 is the first locomotive

of the Taurus electric series to be
built in Portugal. She has also she
has a different maintenance crew
from other ES64 series, as they’re

being built to a different
specification. 5ec8ef588b
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